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EXPERIENCE POWER OF ACT ACADEMY AND
AMAZON ALEXA TO HELP STUDENTS MAXIMIZE
STUDY TIME AND BOOST LEARNING

ACT® Academy™ Better Learning
With RAD API Plus Amazon Alexa

Transforming Learning Through
Technology: RAD API

ACT® Academy™ is a free tool designed to
help students quickly find and use the best
resources for them. ACT Academy, boosted
with our patent-pending Recommendations
and Diagnostics (RAD) application
programming interface (API) is now even
more powerful with Amazon Alexa.

RAD API is the patent-pending
state-of-the-art, real-time diagnostic engine
behind the intelligent, educational content
delivery platform, ACT Academy.
As students take quizzes or tests in ACT
Academy, the RAD API accurately diagnoses
their knowledge level and continuously tracks
their mastery of specific academic skills.
Based upon the results, the RAD API
recommends education resources, in real
time, that address areas not yet mastered. As
the student learns, RAD API learns about the
student—and responds by delivering a
personalized educational experience.

From the comfort of their home, students
can ask “Alexa, how do I prepare for the ACT
test?” Alexa, Amazon’s cloud-based voice
service, will help guide students through the
ACT test process and even receive test prep
coaching through ACT Academy for free.
Before registering for the ACT, students may
ask Alexa what the test measures, when and
where they may take it, and how much it
costs. Following registration, Alexa can
remind them of their test date and location,
photo upload deadlines, what to bring on test
day, acceptable calculators and test taking
tips. The connection to ACT Academy will
help students maximize their study time,
access personalized recommendations to
brush up on weaker academic areas and
increase their core academic knowledge.

• Assesses students’ understanding of core
academic concepts
• Aligns to any subject or set of standards (i.e.
Common Core, ACT Holistic Framework,
Next Generation Science Standards)
• Tracks granular skills that need
additional support
• Shows students’ learning progression
• Recommends and delivers learning
resources personalized to each
student’s needs
• Scalable and fully integrates into any
Learning and Assessment System (LAS)

Sign up to join the Beta Test Team
act.org/alexabeta

